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About This Game

PSF 2019 builds on its realistic and deep coaching options and friendly General Manager features, and brings a new era of
customization!

Now available for Mac!

New in PSF 2019:

Customize and share all UI images. Edit helmets, fields, midfield logos, player images, colors, end zones, and more! Use
actual images for pro teams, colleges, high schools, even create and share your own - fantasy (elves, orcs), armies,
zombies, no limits!

Edit and share the draft pool each year!

Crowd sounds and audio commentary!

Edit game plan for individual games!

Modify your career team's game plan each preseason!

Run a pre-game analysis to see which team wins more simulations!
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Simulate, Watch, or even Coach all teams' games in Career Play!

Even more stats and leaders than before!

Improved experience when watching simulated games live!

More attributes!

Whether you want to coach the most realistic football engine available, or watch a simulated game live, or manage your team
over multiple seasons, or if you are really, REALLY into extensive stats and leaders, Pro Strategy Football 2019 delivers it all!
If you love the idea of sharing tons of leagues and images with a large community, Pro Strategy Football 2019 will bring you

hundreds of hours of fun and experimenting!

Play the way YOU want to play – coach, manage, watch simulations. Create quick match ups, or play any single season, or build
your team in GM/Career play and mix and match your GM and coaching skills however you want! And in Career Play, you can

now watch every game each week!

Create and share custom leagues, where you have full control over player and team names and ratings, team colors, and all
images! With PSF’s flexibility, point any league to any set of images, and change it at any time, right in the game!

Pro Strategy Football is a realistic simulation (and game) of American Football. Built around a complex and realistic engine that
was developed as a Computer Science Master's project, the game has grown over the years to become the most accurate

simulation of coaching in American Football. You can watch simulated games live, too!

Choose your level of coaching difficulty. Select Basic level to play a relaxing game or choose Advanced to control every aspect
of every play – who to motion, who to blitz or double team, how to shift your line, everything! And in-game help describes

every feature, so you can learn football while you play!

Overcome weather, injuries, penalties, and mistakes! The AI doesn’t cheat, so if some of your players are having a bad day, you
have to adapt as in real life!

PSF is a user-friendly and powerful Management and Career game as well! Trade current and future draft picks, shuffle your
roster, choose which team drills to emphasize, and build your players! Make tough decisions on whether to keep your favorite

player who’s starting to slow down a bit.

And PSF is nirvana for stats junkies! View team and player histories, past seasons, game stats, season stats, career stats, leaders
across dozens of categories, and more!
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9.7\/10. - Absolutely phenomenal. Atmospheric, scenic, incredible story but super confusing!

The game is actually so damn good. I expected a complete mindwreck but oh my goodness I was not prepared for this game.
There is SO much detail\/confusion going on from start to finish and it kept me wanting more and more. The lore was brilliant
and the way the game kept switching up was fantastic. Such a unique horror yet again. I personally think this is better than the
first Layers of Fear in terms of atmosphere\/horror\/ambience & overall experience. It has chase sequences, actual death
mechanics leaving you at a bit more risk when playing.

The reason it's not getting a 10\/10 is quite simple. I feel like the story is a little too short. I finished it in 5 hours, which is not
bad at all but I just wanted more and more. (I do believe there is multiple ending's though?) & on top of that, the antagonist
sometimes grabbed you within half a second of discovering he was there....this irritated me quite a bit.

Overall: Worth the money, even better with a discount\/sale if possible in the future. It's a great game. I am excited to try find
alternative ending's\/changes.

Well done Developers!. One of my favorite game soundtracks. Extremely catchy, even the 14-second "UNKNOWN HUG"
manages to be worth your time. A real eyecatcher about the soundtrack is the fact that it also contains quite a few awesome
wallpapers from one of the game's previous developers (who has since left to work on new projects). Just don't look at the
wallpapers too close if you don't know Spooky's backstory yet, because two or three of them can completely spoil the game for
you if you haven't found the arcade cabinet easter egg-type thing. Either way, great soundtrack and beautiful wallpapers from a
skilled artist. It's also a nice way to donate to the developers if you liked the game so they can stop procrastinating with updates
to the HD Renovation.. The game concept is very promising. But the implementation is eh....probably made 15 years ago and
now, the guys found the code.

If you have the demo, you have the game. Tactical combat is the only part of the game -that is a game. The strategic piece is
almost zero. Graphically it is not impressive at all.

Tactical combat graphic is a little bit better. But the mechanism is ridiculous. Your soldier cannot hit the enemy from 50m with
a rifle. Nonsense. Drop hand grenade just in front of him on the ground. Enemy hit you from 100m. Nice. Only way to kill the
enemy if you charge and shot down from 2-5m.. Heresy.... Hersey everywhere. A completely hollow experience. The team
aspect really ruins gameplay and it really should be a 1v1 fighter. Ranged characters feel completely useless as 99% of your
attacks will miss and you'll be countered immediately. Looks great though. At the price of free, I really do not think it is work
the time of downloading it. I bought the deluxe edition and I really think I would have spent the 44.99 more wisely by burning it
for warmth even though it is 80+ degrees here.. Was unplayable,..... garbage DO NOT BUY.

Grab Pavlov for 7 bucks and Onward if you don't already have a copy.. What I got to see of it was beautiful, unfortunately I
didn't check the requirements on my PC and it will not run it.. Watch the review here

Title: Splasher
Platform: Windows, Mac
Rating: Not Rated
Developer: Splashteam
Publisher: The Sidekicks, Plug In Digital
Price: $15 USD
Release Date: 7th Feb 2017

Splasher is a fun and creative platformer with a hilarious style and top-notch music. And even though the actual speedrun aspect
of this game can be questioned as it locks its \u2018time attack\u2019 game mode behind items that only hardcore fans will be
inclined to get, this game is still a gem in an oversaturated genre and is a must have to any platformer fans, definitely for its low
price tag.

You play as a \u2018Splasher\u2019: a character that can do what any other character in a platformer does: run and jump. But
this character has something a little different; an ink gun that can shoot water to hit switches and kill enemies, red ink that sticks
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him to walls and ceilings and yellow ink that makes him bounce high and reach otherwise impossible heights.

The core gameplay of Splasher has you traversing through the 22 levels of getting through dangerous environments, saving the
innocent co workers at Inkorp and destroying robotic enemies. Through these levels you\u2019ll come across creative ways that
the game spices up usual platforming such as lasers that kill you, rotating death traps, being chased by acid and a handful of well
designed robots that will try and kill you in stylish ways. And all these tropes never feel overused so that nothing ever feels
repetitive and you only feel that you have really done and seen everything only at the end when all the different level designs
come together in one amazing final level.

Other things that change up the platforming is the light on your feet puzzles to save the Inkorp workers, portals that will send
you into an arena fighting robots and the time attack game mode that gets you to reach the end of the level in the fastest time.
But to get this time attack game mode you have to rescue all the workers and get all the special golden ink that you can extract
from walls and ceilings with your water gun for each level respectively. But I feel like it\u2019s unnecessarily locked behind
these collectibles just to increase the lifespan of the game as any hardcore platformer player could get through these levels easy
and having to get these workers and golden ink just feels more tedious than actually difficult.

But the gameplay is still really fun and enjoyable. And when you do hit all the right buttons and fly through the level, it feels
more fluid and amazing than any other platformer I\u2019ve played in the recent years. This is mainly because of the always
tight controls and solid level design.

The artstyle of Splasher is a hit and miss at times. Sure, it\u2019s a colourful game and it suits well to the tight on the edge-of-
your-seat platforming but when you stop to look you\u2019ll realise that there is barely any detail and feels overly minimalistic.
Although this is a small concern as you\u2019ll never stop moving in Splasher, and you won\u2019t want to as the level design
is so great.

The music though, is incredible. The techno synth heavy music never gets old and always aided in the gameplay and helped me
push forward through some tougher bits. The sound design is just as good with you being able to hear the differences in each
surface your character walks on and the sound of liquids hitting objects or enemies dying. You can tell just how much detail has
gone in the sound design in immersing you into the wild and fast-paced levels of Inkorp.

The only story you get is less of a cutscene and more of a string of pictures telling you how the boss at Inkorp has kidnapped
their workers and are doing crazy scientific experiments on them. You as a \u2018Splasher\u2019 has found out, and armed
with the trusty gun you have stolen you aim to reach to the top of inkorp and defeat the boss. And this is less of a story and more
of an introduction of what you\u2019ll see at Inkorp because this game is very funny in its style and ambience and you\u2019ll
find out quickly that this game doesn\u2019t take itself seriously in the way that you die and interact with the enemies.

In conclusion, you can sum up Splasher with one word: fun. Even though its speed run mode is locked behind tedium, it still
doesn\u2019t take away from the core gameplay, spectacular level design, detailed music, sound and a light-hearted ambience.

That\u2019s why i\u2019m giving Splasher, a 4\/5.
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This is a decent hidden object game, if you take a few things into consideration.

First of all, although the game has a Native American setting, it has no real resemblance to any real tribe. If you're a stickler for
historical accuracy, you may want to skip this. The game is riddled with cliches and downright silliness at times, but if you're not
too serious about realism, you'll be fine.

That said, the music and graphics are quite pretty. The game is almost exclusively hidden object scenes with an occasional
minigame tossed in for variety. There is no inventory management or item-based puzzles as in most modern games of this genre.
This doesn't make it bad, but if you're looking for a more complex game, this isn't it.

The hidden object scenes themselves are nicely done and aren't too easy. There are some naming conventions that might be
bothersome to some people, such as using more formal names for animals and plants (I'm well aware of what a Calla lily looks
like, but I might be a minority there). However, there is a handy hint button or the ever-present power of Google if anything is
too weird. I feel that the quality of the scenes outweighs the sometimes-odd naming.

Lenth of the game is pretty comparable to others of this type, maybe slightly shorter. At the time of this review I believe I'm
over halfway through at a little over an hour.

With these things in mind, and with there being no frills, extra content, achievements, or trading cards at this time, I would
recommend this game on a half-price sale. Although the game is decent aside from its quirks, it's not $9.99 worth of decent. But
I would still recommend it to genre fans, especially people like myself that tend to run out of titles to play!. First don't be fooled
by the play time, I played this game a lot before I got it on steam borrowed DMC4 on ps3 or w/e and I did beat it more than
once back then. Also this is a must have game!

Pros:
  -Great Epic story LOVED IT
  -Epic new char Nero enjoyed playing as him
  -Great combos with both Nero and Dante
  -The difficulty, not 2 hard but hard enough to give everyone a challenge on their first playthrough no matter how good of a
DMC player they are
  -Soundtrack is amazing
  -Graphics are godlike (this game came out in 2008 or so and for that time its unreal)
  -Cinematics are soooo epic words can't describe it
  -The story again :D

Cons:
  -Nero could have used a weapon more or even 2 you know like Dante always gets em and stuff
  -Would be epic if this game had achievements but I won't make it affect the love I have for this game
  -Erm the story is toooo good? xD I guess the only con is that Nero doesn't get a new weapons like Dante does but the arm
makes up for it in this game(Still hoping that one day we will get a Devil May Cry 5)

Conclusion:
  -Loved the game if you love any other DMC games or any other hack 'n slash game you have to play this
Rating: SSS/10. This is a very sweet little game, it made me feel like a kid again :) There's not exactly much to "do" in it but it's
beautifully put-together and very relaxing to sit there and watch a story on the projector, throw objects out the window, or laugh
at the cat floating around the room on his roomba.. Thrown shuriken to cloaker
>right through his head but he not give any \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Try to use ninja move
>cloaker kick me
Get revived and use kunai to fight back
>cloaker kick me again and puke on me

Cloaker is the real ninja 10\/10
. Game is really good but it\u2019s too short. I was left wanting more but the price reflects the short length.. Hugs are good. Um
Kay!
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